
Islomania

ifferent than mental disorders called manias1, islomania is not regarded as a
malfunction of the human brain.
Psychiatrists agree that there is nothing pathologic to be alarmed of if someone

nostalgically wishes to travel to an island or live there permanently.
All islands, except for arctic ones, convey images of faraway tropical pieces of heaven

with year-round green, lush vegetation and exotic fruits, surrounded by crystal-clear blue waters
with multi-colored fishes, blessed by abundant sunlight.

The more remote, smaller and less populated the island, the better!
Paradise is portrayed as a secluded, sun-drenched speck of land with miles of empty,

sandy beaches more often than as multicultural, asphalt and concrete art mega-cities of Paris,
Tokyo or New York.  Why?

From the little, isolated territories of Pitcairn and Easter Islands in the Pacific Ocean,
Ascension and Tristan da Cunha in the South Atlantic Ocean with their tiny, utopian societies2 to
history-rich and prolific culture Greek, Italian, Spanish and Maltese isles in the Mediterranean
Sea, Portuguese territories in the mid-Atlantic Ocean or Scotland’s Hebrides in the northern
Atlantic Ocean, all islands promise a slower life than on the continent, sort of a trip back in time
when daily chores are supposed to have been not as hectic, tough and punishing as they are today
in fast-paced, overcrowded countries.

1 Mania is a word for craze, fad or anything which large numbers of people like apparently for no reason, as opposed
to phobia, which means ‘fear, repulsion’.
2 Pitcairn Islands, population: 67 in 2011, Easter Island, population: 5,806 in 2011, Ascension Island, population:
880 in 2008 and Tristan da Cunha, population: 264 in 2010.

If paradise exists, it must be sunny isles, clean seas and deep blue skies.
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The truth is that simple life may be had in any village in any country, especially high up
in the mountains, yet simple life in an island continues to mesmerize lots of Nordic tourists: the
sea, the beach, the breeze, that special daylight, the strong illusion of stress-free happy living in
small  communities,  endless  summer,  no  winter  and  no  need  for  thick  clothes  or  fatty  meals  to
fight the cold, hold the big promise of an easygoing lifestyle …

The most famous island figure is Robinson Crusoe, although in the end he abandoned the
shore that had saved his life to go back to his motherland, a country in such a bad shape that it
only made him daydream about faraway islands when he was at home but never proceeded with
rescuing him when his ship sank forcing him to live lonely on an uninhabited island for many
years.

Personalities who added to island mystique are Paul Gauguin who found powerful artistic
inspiration in Tahitian people and landscape, Chopin with his mistress George Sand who, while
in Mallorca, produced art that will last forever, and Ernest Hemingway enamored with Bahamas.

Other islomaniac artists who owned islands or lived on remote shores for lengthy periods
of time include George Orwell, Mel Gibson, Marlon Brando, Kimon Friar, Robert Louis
Stevenson,  John  Lennon,  Errol  Flynn,  Gene  Hackman,  Celine  Dion,  Nicholas  Cage,  Ricky
Martin, Johnny Depp, Peter J. Nygård, Leonardo Di Caprio, Ted Turner and Sir Richard
Branson3.

New Zealander Tom Neale lived alone on an inhospitable atoll in Cook Islands/Southern
Pacific Ocean on three periods for a total of 16 years, mastering survival techniques.

Although there is nothing wrong with dreaming about islands for city folks who are
living stressed out on mainland, for islanders the realities are different.  Individuals born and
raised in the islands shaped their own way of looking at life dubbed ‘island mentality’ (mostly
meaning ‘small island mentality’4).   It  is  a  sum of  attitudes  islanders  on  all  meridians  exhibit:
slow thinking, late response, low quality work, laziness, rampant incest (including involuntary
incest5), widespread apathy, not even an ounce of sophistication, lackluster competition as a
direct result to fewer career opportunities, and scarce or no in-demand natural resources.

Unadapted brain?
All this produced what I call ‘insular capitalism’ where little of little value is made

locally and a lot is imported to be consumed at the beck and call of a handful of rich families out
of the pockets of impoverished masses.

If St. Lucia serves as an image for other Caribbean islands, one can see how the situation
here changed from one bad thing to another bad thing to another bad thing over the centuries: a
prolonged Stone Age era marked by island-wide inbreeding and cannibalism up the 1600’s made
room to buccaneering and slavery, which made room to mini-colonialism (as opposed to maxi-
colonization on continents), which in turn made room to the current ‘mock society’, where too
many people who like to call themselves businessmen run idling Mickey Mouse enterprises only
to cover up for lucrative illegal drug trafficking activities to which the residents, misguidedly
thinking they have no choice, turn a blind eye and deaf ear as long as they, as employees, get a
monthly salary.

3 Richard owns not one, not two, but three islands.
4 Did you notice that there is no such thing as ‘big island mentality’?
5 This happens when two persons have sex not knowing they are related.  Iceland, which is a modern island country,
has a national DNA registry where Icelanders can check their lineage several hundred years back to see whether the
person they wish to marry is a close relative or not.  If in doubt, they take a DNA test.
More isolated communities and nations across the globe would benefit immensely from such service in order to
eliminate one of the human tragedies that fathering children on a family member is.



Also, if St. Lucia serves as a pattern of how the Caribbean islands have been colonized,
one can see drunkard Brits who, destitute and spat upon by society in their homeland, prospered
on the back of disadvantaged inhabitants throughout the British Empire, which included many
Caribbean islands.  Too chicken to make it big in USA or Canada, many Brits6 settled for less in
what was to become 3rd world countries, boldly playing circus tricks with their dollar coins to the
amazement of natives who have not seen a penny, far less dollar bills in their entire life …

Playing cheap tricks played on cheap audiences was the name of the game for the last
400+ years in the Caribbean.

Imagine the laws in these islands before the arrival of European colonists!
The sad thing about islands at present is that they no longer attract great discoverers like

the sea adventurers of yesteryear who risked their life to explore the horizon for distant shores.
That spirit is dead forever.
Also dead are the 1950’s and 1960’s when the Caribbean basin, which consists of

thousands of islands, has been visited often only by royalty, all sorts of deep pockets and
yachters able to sail in luxury but not by working-class foreigners unable to afford travelling far
from home.  With the magic lost forever and raped by mass tourism, all what the Caribbean
islands get today are visitors who always forget to tip the waiters well, and creeps who come
looking for jobs because they failed getting employed in a good one back home.

With several celebrities vacationing in the islands but no famous personality actually
moving  to  St.  Lucia  permanently,  all  we  get  is  dimwits  from  overseas  as  if  we  did  not  have
enough local dimwits here already …

*
From political incarceration (Napoleon on St. Helena/UK), to full-scale penal outposts

(Iles du Salut/French Guiana), to forced labor camps (Sakhalin Islands/Russia), to leprosy colo-

Porer Lighthouse, Istrian Penin-
sula/Croatia complete with the
keeper’s quarters.

 nies (Molokai/Hawaii, Spinalonga-Crete/Greece), to gay
sex centers (Lesbos/Greece), to fast-paced miniature island
countries (Hong Kong/Singapore), to symbol of freedom
(Statue of Liberty/ Liberty Island, USA), to nuclear tests a-
tolls (Mururoa and Fangataufa/French Polynesia, Bikini/
Marshall Islands), to bone of contention (Falkland Islands/
UK, sovereignty of which is contested by Argentine), to
wildlife and nature reserves (Galapagos Islands/Ecuador),
to isolated weather stations (South Georgia/UK, southern
Atlantic Ocean), to immigration pre-selection points (Ellis
Island/USA), to remote lighthouse shelters (Sule Skerry/
Scotland is one of too many to mention), to depleted and

abandoned phosphate minefields (Niue & Nauru, Pacific Ocean), to permanent scientific stations
(Isla Aves/Venezuela), to secluded island monasteries and pilgrimage sites (Vlacherna,
Kanoni/Greece), to quarantine facilities (Angel Island/USA), to military bases where public
access is forbidden (Diego Garcia/UK, Indian Ocean), to hundreds of UNESCO-protected island

6 In 21+ years since I live in St. Lucia (2012), I simply could not avoid getting to know about three dozens
descendants from early British settlers, and I can say loudly and clearly that none of them seem normal.
They all, without exception, are cold, curt and sneaky like thieves at work.  These small islands had been better off if
they – as many locals say – had stayed under French occupation, because of the more well-coming nature of French
people.
Capitalism exists in many countries but nowhere else is it as abusive as in UK, where it first started.



territories, to self-imposed exile (Paradise Island/Bahamas where Swedish tycoon Axel L.
Wenner-Gren – owner of the world’s largest yacht in the 1930’s – retired in 1939 after his
diplomatic attempts to prevent World War II failed), to enigmatic places (Easter Island, Chile),
to floating “island” (www.AboardTheWorld.com) and to off-the-beaten-track luxurious private
properties, many islands served many purposes.

*
By virtue of low probability, some islands produced men who immigrated abroad and

became notable state men, country presidents or Nobel laureates.  Their microscopic number and
their little, late and too rare a contribution to humanity are something the world can do without
and justifies leaving their name out in this article.  What begs mentioning now though is the fact
that their positive transformation from commoners to dignitaries was possible only when they
entered a new land, as if by leaving their birthplace, they in reality escaped a kind of invisible
jail.  If they had stayed at home, their life’s best achievement would have been to get a job, one
of those stupid jobs which in the islands are scarcer and more dead-end than anywhere else.

Definitely, every island holds a scary pattern of sponging off its inhabitants out of their
time, energy and talent.  Oh my, I almost forgot, … and their money.

Is there such a thing as The Isle Curse?
Always laidback, islanders never started great social trends or any world religion, nor

have the islands ever been the cradle of big innovations or places of mass destruction: World
War II, which is humanity’s greatest inferno so far, left the islands intact in their sleepy state.

Renaissance, capitalism, imperialism, socialism, communism, nationalism, Nazism, neo-
Nazism and many other crowd fads that swept the continents in all directions had never appeared
first in any of the world’s isles.

On the contrary, the islands are the grave where social trends that died out on mainland
came ashore for funeral as wrecks which only time can bury in history.

*
Why write about islands in an article about self-directed investments?
Nothing allows for more soul-finding (as opposed to soul-searching) than working from

home trading securities online alone with no interference from anybody, and no place other than
an island can give that special feeling of isolation we all like to believe we deserve in order to
find peace of mind.

Why  we  cannot  deal  with  ourselves  peacefully  in  the  busiest  cities  of  the  world  and
prefer traveling to far-flung islands to get a sense of sweet abandonment hoping to discover who
we are and what we want remains a mystery.  Perhaps we travel long distances to be far away
from those who have hurt us in the past, or to be too far-off to return to them for revenge, or to
meet that miraculous person with magical powers to save us or to discover that special someone
worth saving.

Perhaps we want to get away from it all, plain and simple.
Why not?
Sooner or later, many foreigners find island life to be too awkward for their sharp

abilities, not to mention that the miserable local job market makes it impossible for them to
fulfill  their  potential.   They  need  a  satisfactory  source  of  income,  but  in  the  islands,  they  will
have to downgrade their idea of what ‘satisfactory’ means.



Most foreigners do not know (or do not want to know) that they are not supposed to come
to an island looking for jobs.7

No,  tropical  islands  are  not  the  ideal  place  where  mango  trees  grow  right  inside  the
bedroom within arm’s length with ripe fruits ready for picking at anytime straight from the bed,
or where red snappers jump from sea-waves straight into the frying-pan to make your launch
easy to prepare.

Many, many visitors left these islands with a lighter wallet (or with the wallet missing …)
upon realizing that walking leisurely in shorts, slippers and T-shirts in town carries too high a
price they are unwilling to pay.

They fancied themselves as romantic lovers in search of the perfect getaway or as sea
adventurers sailing to the tempting horizon …  Alas, the lovers left disappointed with the
improvised nest they found and the adventurers left disappointed after realizing that their
discovery does not match the vision for which they faced the dangers of high seas to begin with.

Something or somebody somehow stopped them short of achieving their impossible
dream.  Yes, cheating on winter may turn costlier than someone thinks.

Again, is there such a thing called The Isle Curse?
No, tropical islands are not heaven and they may even turn out to be a real living hell if

you do not know anything about earning a living as an independent cyber-trader.
What income source is better for outsiders arriving to these shores other than being

connected to Exchanges in New York, Chicago, London or Toronto to trade stocks online with
the breeze coming in through the open windows and cash coming in through the phone line?

When somebody changes the country of residence, shouldn’t he also change his
profession?

As for locals, what occupation is best for the well-educated, computer literate Caribbean
youths of today who can now not only link themselves up to the energetic pulse of international
computer networks to extract profits from the stock markets, but also never again to fall back on
meager wages, job scarcity, scant opportunities, little satisfaction and on faking feeling OK like
their parents and grandparents had to fake?

If  started  at  the  right  time  with  the  right  foot  in  the  right  place  and  if  done  properly,
private cyber-trading is the world’s best portable, secret, personal and rewarding profession, the
only one which truly restores human dignity and fully reflects who you are perfectly.

Cyber-trading unleashes the power within your mind and soul like no other profession
does, simply because there is nobody to oppose you.

Definitely, loving the islands is not dangerous, their reality is.  What do you do when
your tropical illusions get shattered and you must confront not the other resident islomaniacs like
yourself but the natives with low IQ and true mental disorders?

*

7 I always said that to jump into the front seat, St. Lucia could offer citizenship to foreigners willing to invest a
certain amount of dollars into the local economy.  Such programs have been successful on other meridians before
and are  still  being  offered  in  Dominica  and St.  Kitts.   For  instance,  in  Bahamas  one  can  live  and work  only  with
proof of US$2M, only if he buys a home for at least US$250K and employs at least one national.   And, as a flat,
limestone island, Bahamas cannot even compare with St. Lucia’s gorgeous landscape or fauna and flora.  Too many
penniless foreigners of bad taste pour into St. Lucia, which is a country that deserves higher quality new residents
for the freedom and democracy it promotes.
Why allow impostors into paradise?



Another reason for writing about islands in an article about self-directed investments is to
remind readers that many islands in the New World served as offshore business centers for 300+
years now.

Investors buy securities because they logically want to get rich the correct way.
Dealing with riches requires forethought.
Among other topics I shall not discuss here, it seems there is nothing better than

protecting great wealth in offshore trusts.  Wealth – even if not large – must be safeguarded by
each and every means from intruders, leeches, zealots and predatory family members of which
there is no shortage, and of which spouses are most ferocious.

If somebody does not care about his limited wealth, how will he make it grow into great
wealth?

What better place to administer your big money from cyber-trading is out there other than
island nations that have no tax treaties with other countries or restrictive mutual legal
arrangements?

To reach greener pastures abroad, the locals leave their home and travel far and wide
ignoring the riches which foreigners flocking to these shores hope to find.  This paradoxical
situation makes me wonder: when is the last islander from the departing group going to go away
to make room for the last person from the arriving group to come in?

Although not for everybody because not everybody deserves it, offshore business and
asset protection is something that comes natural once excellence in any business venture has
been attained.

To conclude, legislation in most island countries helps with protecting wealth, and the
offshore advantages should be chosen not as last resort after other ways of protection have been
explored but as a first call to begin with.

*
It took me two good years of hard knocks in St. Lucia (1991-1993) to realize that nothing

compares to doing a lot with little in order to preserve energy.  To live well, one has to preserve
his energy, not to waste it, and the best way to preserve it, save time, keep sanity intact and
progress spiritually and financially comes only and only from private, fulltime cyber-investing
which is like a mountaintop where nobody blocks your view and from where you cannot go
higher: the pinnacle of personal progress.

For showing me clearly every single day how not to be and how low someone who
refuses to grow and change could go, I am deeply thankful to this small island.  Not that I needed
the harsh lesson, but the daily reminder helped me indeed.

Everything I did from 1991 until 2012, including writing this article, was to show my
gratitude to St. Lucia.

*
To those who say “No man is an island”, I reply “If this is the case, what exactly are the

people: donkeys in the service of some donkey-rider who flogs them at will?”
*

As for private islands – the ultimate hideaway – everybody loves them, yet few mortals
succeed in owning one.

Strange but true: everybody wants to have an island.  Why not two islands?
Let me give you a tip: why not rent one, which is a more achievable goal than always

feeling sorry for being unable to buy one?



In spite of everything said so far,  that  magic destination we travel all  over the globe to
reach does not exist on the meridian where we land.  Most of the time it is somewhere else …

There is no place under the Sun nicer than that tiny, distant, idyllic, hidden and ultra
secret, not-to-be-shared-with-anyone isle within our minds, souls and … budget.

After all, bloody pirates buried their biggest treasures in distant, little islands and,
although we already know all  the world’s islands very well,  we certainly do not know all  their
treasures yet …

How much island can you afford, what treasure are you after and may what you are after
be called a treasure at all?

*
Most of us escape the constraints of duty and tyranny of knowledge by allowing personal

fantasies to grip our mind over and over again while just a few of us choose to escape the lure of
personal fantasies to focus on reaping the rewards of higher duties and superior knowledge
obtainable only by online securities trading.

The  ones  we  must  turn  to  if  not  for  personal  guidance  at  least  for  inspiration  are  the
escapists who, in spite of looking like everybody else and fighting the same demons like
everybody else, succeeded in scoring highly unlike anybody else: the cyber-traders and money
managers.

If an isle is one more chance to achieve dreams, then take that chance!

With plenty of destinations to choose from – sea islands, river islands, lake islands, crater
lake islands and islands within islands – the only one that matters in the beginning and in the end
is Earth, the final island.



Napoleon chose this peaceful site in a wooded area for his
burial in captivity on remote St. Helena island, where his body
has been interred from 1821 to 1840.
After that his remains have been moved to a cemetery in
Paris/France.

For a long time now, trees are watching over a tomb without
the usual Christian cross and without an occupant …

For leisure time, what else other than water sports and long-time friends overseas who invest
actively do you want?
Cyber-trading allows investors to think, a luxury non-investors always played by the demons in
their head will never have.

Monks = blind faith for no reason.
It’s not a matter of finding the best remote hiding
place to turn your back on the world.
It’s about going out to fight everything and everybo-
dy for what you know best until no nonsense to test
your character is left and until adversity becomes
your best friend.

St. Mary monastery, Mljet Island/Croatia

Millions of dollars are easily parked in the stock, futures
and currencies markets everyday from just one laptop.
Who does it?  Investors who know what, when, why and
how much to buy or sell.
The best way to cyber-trade is fulltime.
All you need is two cell-phones from separate telephone
companies plus a secondary machine handy in case of
equipment or Internet malfunction.

Canada’s Quebec City Winter Carnival every February is fun
only with those folks who could not afford a new vacation in
the tropics.
Sorry, playing in the snow in beachwear in the middle of
winter is not my idea of a street party.
Islanders go north to look for jobs and end up fighting
inclement weather nine months out of twelve; we, foreigners,
go south for adventure and end up sun-tanned twelve months
out of twelve.  Who won?



Easter Sister Rock Island in Florida Keys.
Built in 1980, it has been sold to a wealthy family who raised four kids there.
After the family moved out to larger premises, the island has been rented for US$5K/week.

It was selling for US$12M in
Dec. 2011.

A  quarter  mile  off  the  city  of
Marathon,  FL,  this  tiny  oasis  of
peace has everything somebody
of good taste can wish for, even a
helicopter landing pad …

Few people refuse visiting, living or owning such a getaway paradise and they are the sick ones
among us.  Avoid them at all times so you can progress.

Our planet undoubtedly has more beautiful and more isolated islands than this one.  Find them,
buy one and … please invite me for a visit.



Ghorama is an island in West Bengal, India, that vanishes into the ocean due to dramatic increase
in sea levels (2011).
The photographer asked locals to pose on disappearing segments of the island to pull the alarm
on the first visible negative effects of global warming.

Does anybody listen?  No, not yet …  Everybody waits for the last minute and for somebody to
save them …  But wait, what will happen when, one day, the last minute solution is going to stop
working?

According to the artist, islanders guess they will be relocated within the next 25 years.
Where?  And after another 25 years where will they be relocated together with other people who
will need relocating?  And 73 years later where will they all be relocated together with more and
more people who also will need relocating?

We continue to get distress messages from many directions, yet nobody seems to realize that the
only unwanted and unhealthy species dangerous to Earth’s primordial balance is none other than
Man.  The population keeps multiplying wildly and uselessly with everybody praying for hope
from the same nasty Gods who advertised eternal life but then chose to sentence all of us to pain,
suffering and death instead.  Prayers until when?

70,000 ape-like, undeveloped cavemen of whom nobody expected anything good two million
years ago failed to hurt our planet to the extent seven billion smart, church-going Homo Sapiens
of whom nobody expects anything bad keep hurting it today.



This article is an abridged sample from
John Craciun’s motivational e-book ‘The
Money Art, Vol. IV’ available for sale at

www.SunnyTraders.com
Feel free to e-mail it to your friends.

“All environmental problems become harder – and ultimately impossible – to solve with ever
more people.”  Sir David Attenborough


